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Abstract. We formally investigate some computational obstacles to tractability of computing the variety
determined by K complex polynomials in N boolean variables. We show that using algebraic methods for
solving combinatorial problems, the obstacles to tractability lies in the order of magnitude of asymmetries
admitted by the given system of equations.
1. Introduction
Let N and K be natural numbers which remain fixed throughout the paper. Recall that C[x1, . . . , xN ]
denotes the ring of complex polynomials in the N variables x1, . . . , xN , and let I be the ideal generated
by
{
x2n − xn
}N
1
. Let C = C[x1,...,xn]/I be the ring of complex polynomials in N Boolean variables. We
investigate the tractability of computing the variety Z(F) corresponding to the simultaneous zeros of K
given polynomials F = {fk}
K
1 ⊂ C, each of which have at most n terms. Recall that C[x1, . . . , xN ] –
and hence, C – admits a natural action of the symmetric group ΣN obtained by permuting the variables
{xn}
N
1 . More precisely, for each σ ∈ ΣN and f ∈ C[x1, . . . , xN ] we define σ ◦ f ∈ C by
σ ◦ f(x1, . . . , xn) = f(xσ(1), . . . , xσ(N)).
Recall the polynomials fixed by this action of ΣN are called the symmetric polynomials of C[x1, . . . , xN ].
For each σ ∈ ΣN , define the σ-permuted system Fσ ⊂ C by Fσ = {σ ◦ fk}
N
1 . The stabilizer of the
system F is the subgroup of ΣN defined as follows
Stab(F) = {σ ∈ ΣN | Fσ = F}
2. The Polynomial method for solving Combinatorial problems with bounded size
destabilizers
Theorem 2.1. If |ΣN r Stab(F)| = c ≤ c0 for some constant c0 then the problem of determining
Z(F) is in co-NP.
Proof. We wish to determine whether the following algebraic variety is non-empty.
Z(F) =
{
(x1, . . . , xN ) ∈ {0, 1}
N | fk(x1, . . . , xN ) = 0 for each 1 ≤ k ≤ K
}
Consider the following iteration
(2.1)
fk,{σ1, σ2} = (σ1 ◦ fk) · (σ2 ◦ fk) mod I
...
fk,{σ0,··· , σc−1} = fk,{σ0,··· ,σc−2} · (σc−1 ◦ fk) mod I
where
ΣN r Stab(F) := {σ0, · · · , σc−1} .
So as to induce the following set of polynomials each having at most nc terms, all square free.
(2.2) G :=
{
fk,{σ0,··· , σc−1}
}
0≤k<N
.
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We can determine a polynomial p (x0) in a single variable
(2.3) p (x0) =
∏
0≤t<N
(x0 − βt)
in the ideal generated by the polynomials in G i.e. ∃ {hk}0≤k<n ⊂ C such that
(2.4) p (x0) =
∑
0≤k<K
hk · fk,{σ0,··· , σc−1}.
Henceforth, let β denote the vector whose entries are the roots of the polynomial p (x0). If β admits
an index t for which βt /∈ F2 than this fact constitutes a certificate of non existence of solution to F .
However it would be incorrect to conclude that if ∀ 0 ≤ t < N , βt ∈ F2 there should necessarily exist
solutions to F . The criteria invoked above is therfore a necessary but not a sufficient condition for the
existence of solution to F . The sufficient condition for the existence of solution to F is the fact that the
matrix MF of size N × c, whose entries are given by
(2.5) MF := (mk,σ = σ ◦ fk)
(where 0 ≤ k < K and σ ∈ ΣN r Stab(F)), has the property that MF mod (x− β), has at least one
zero column. 
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